Assassin’s Creed® III
Controller Guide – Single-Player

Send Assassin guild member
Open Assassin guild ability wheel (hold)

Move
Eagle sense
Map
Quick inventory

Aim / Lock
Reload
Inventory (hold)

Sprint
Use tool
Assassinate / Melee
Interact / Release
Counter (in fight)

Jump / Climb
Break defense (in fight)
Fast walk (hold)
Pause

Camera
Switch camera

Xbox Guide

UBISOFT
Assassin’s Creed® III
Controller Guide – Naval

- Release wheel
- Take cover
- Decelerate
- Accelerate
- Steer
- Eagle sense
- Map
- Quick inventory
- Camera
- Switch camera
- Inventory (hold)
- Fire cannon
- Swivel cannon
- Pause
- Xbox Guide

UBISOFT®
Assassin’s Creed® III
Controller Guide – Multiplayer

Ability slot 3
Aim (hold)
Assassinate
Release
Jump / Fast walk (hold)

Ability slot 1
Move
Voice chat

Ability slot 2
Y
Ability slot 3
Aim (hold)
X
Assassinate
B
Release
A
Jump / Fast walk (hold)

Lock on
RT
Sprint

Move
Voice chat

Scoreboard

Select ability

Taunt

Camera

Switch camera
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